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Indian designers showcased at 43rd Belgrade Fashion Week

H.E. Mrs. Narinder Chauhan, Ambassador of India to the Republic of Serbia attended the inaugural of the 43rd Belgrade Fashion Week (BFW) event on April 20, 2018 at Belexpo Center, Belgrade, organised by Click fashion studio.

On this occasion, Belgrade Fashion Week hosted Indian fashion designers Kamran Patel and Anupreet Sidhu, who showcased their collections RAEGUN and SIDHU JI, under the mentorship of creative director Joseph Toronka, London.

Mr. Patel's RAEGUN fashion label explores the craft of India and is a perfect combination of retro and futuristic, while Ms. Sidhu's collection is made up of functional garments with a futuristic approach combined with realistic designs.

Belgrade Fashion Week, now in its 43rd edition, is confirmed as the most interesting platform in the Balkans for international buyers and fashion industry experts. Nenad Radujević, the founder and curator of BFW, selects avant-garde brands through a continuous research on young talented designers that find in the Serbian capital the opportunity to express their potential.

H.E. Mrs. Narinder Chauhan, Ambassador of India to the Republic of Serbia, hosted a welcome reception for the Indian fashion designers, which was also attended by representatives of Serbian fashion industry and fashion bloggers.
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